


4 mon cards used: you have to generate at
least 4 mon by moving a Mon Card from your
hand to your discard pile. Try to build a small
and fast deck. Slow, but hard to counter. 

   

3 trade points spent: trade points may be 
spent to trade a treasure or, most commonly, 
to change the available cards in the domain. 
Selena, Seeress of Yamashiro is a good starng 
reinforcement. Not directly counterable, po-
tenally dangerous. 

   
2 cards recovered: cards recovered during 
your starng phase are valid. Since Katsu, Wit-
less Shadow has a ninja-only skill, you must go 
for Hiroko Kuroyama if you want to exhaust 
your own cards. Counterable by recovering her 
reinforcements.

2 cards returned: many reinforcements have
a return effect, such as Yuriko Fuma, and 
Katsu, Withless Shadow. You just have 
to get them in your hand to acvate their 
return effect.
2 Reinforcements exhausted: you have to 
eexhaust any 2 cards on the field through 
another card’s effect. Katsu, Withless Shadow 
works well.

   

3 samurai reinforcements deployed: you count 
the number of mes you’ve deployed a card 
during this turn, NOT the total number of cards 
you have on the field (such as cards deployed 
the previous turn and that are sll on your side 
of the field). Tsubaki Koihime works great. Aiko 
is easy to counter, but if other players ignore 
heher, she can quickly loot a lot of treasures.

   
3 cards purchased: try to purchase any          
combinaon of cheap cards. Yuriko Fuma  and 
Shizuka of the Endless Rain are low er cards 
with good Mon bonus.

   

No parcular strategy suggested. 

1 duel won: you have to win a duel you may 
start with her own skill. Consider that if you 
duel with her, you have to return her. Try to 
make her able to duel more than once in a 
turn to maximize her potenal before returning
her. 

   

2 reinforcements exhausted: must start with 
Katsu, Witless Shadow to exhaust other’s 
cards.
2 treasures exhausted: needs higher er cards 
like Sakurako, Former Spy Chief since many 
others can’t exhaust treasures. 

   
4 cards discarded: capable of devastang 
combos, extremely dangerous. Start with 
Selena, Seeress of Yamashiro and Yuriko Fuma 
and use their skills to discard your opponents 
and your own cards. Then, use wisely the di-
scarding effects spread among the treasures to 
obliterate the enemies. 
Counterable by not keeping cards in hand. 

   

4 ninja reinforcements deployed: similar to 
Aiko. Ninja swarm less easily on the field than 
samurai, so purchase Koke, an Untamed Friend 
as soon as possibile. Exhaust her reinforce-
ments to counter her easy loot condion. 
   



2 cards returned: many reinforcements have
a return effect, such as Yuriko Fuma, and 
Katsu, Withless Shadow. You just have 
to get them in your hand to acvate their 
return effect.
2 duels: works good with Mitsuki Sanada, 
his sihis sister. 

   

Support hero without loot condion. Boosts 
your incomes and hinders other players’ Mon 
availability.

   

1 interrupt skill used: use Selena, Seeres of Ya-
mashiro or Hiroko Kuroyama to have an easy 
return (interrupt) skill to acvate. 
Almost unstoppable, but slow. Can’t be igno-
red. 

   

3 samurai discarded: not easy, since samurai 
are not masters of discarding. If you’re skilled, 
you’ll make good use of Nanako Takeko and 
Shizuka of the Endless Rain.
2 duels: works good with Mitsuki Sanada, 
his sister. 

Extremely risky yet potenally overwhelming 
strategy. The two daughters of the fallen 
Daimyo give their owner -1 victory points, but 
double the number of treasures looted by a 
player. A player that purchases this card must 
be focused and taken down by the other 
players.

Support hero. Works beer in mid-game when 
players have benched heroes and aren’t able 
to loot each turn. A good choice for the last 
round, due to her low cost and the victory 
point she gives.

10 Mon spent: not the same as Amba. You 
must spend at least 10 Mon gained by any 
mean. 
1 e in a duel: quite hard to fulfill, since the at-
tacker must result with an ATK equal to the DEF 
of the defender. Negang a duel doesn’t bring 
to a e.

Ran has not her own loot condion, she works 
as engine for the other heroes. By discarding a 
certain number of cards from your hand, you 
may acvate the corresponding effect. 
Have fun finding the dozen of ways she can 
boost your strategy. 

3 reinforcements discarded: try with Selena, 
Seeress of Yamashiro and Yuriko Fuma. Easy to 
fulfill through treasure’s skills. 
2 ninja and 2 samurai reinforcements de-
ployed: similar to Aiko and Orora. With a smart 
play, this may be fulfilled with the first loot 
condion. 
She makes good combo with Ran. It seems the 
two are deeply related.

4 cards drawn from your deck: doesn’t work in 
your starng phase. Yuriko Fuma, Shichi Ura-
shima and Kokutan, Ninja Slayer are good choi-
ces.


